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WDM OPTICAL TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
AND CONTROLLING METHOD THEREOF 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

[0001] This application is based upon and claims the ben 
e?t of priority of the prior Japanese Patent Application No. 
2008-197392, ?led on Jul. 31, 2008, the entire contents of 
Which are incorporated herein by reference. 

FIELD 

[0002] The embodiment discussed herein is related to a 
WDM optical transmission system for repeatedly transmit 
ting Wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) light contain 
ing a plurality of optical signals With different Wavelengths, 
and a controlling method thereof. Furthermore, the present 
invention includes a WDM optical transmission system hav 
ing nodes on a transmission path that demultiplex WDM light 
into optical signals of respective Wavelengths and perform a 
predetermined processing, and a controlling method thereof. 

BACKGROUND 

[0003] In a WDM optical transmission system that ampli 
?es and repeatedly transmits WDM light With an optical 
repeater arranged on a transmission path, the intensity of the 
WDM light ampli?ed by the optical repeater to be input to a 
transmission path ?ber that connects to an output side of the 
optical repeater (hereunder, referred to as ?ber input light 
intensity) is one of the important parameters that determine 
the characteristic of the system. If this ?ber input light inten 
sity becomes too loW, the optical signal to noise ratio (OSNR) 
becomes deteriorated. On the other hand, if the ?ber input 
light intensity becomes too high, the transmission quality 
becomes deteriorated due to the nonlinear effect Within the 
optical ?ber. Consequently, generally in an optical repeater, 
the intensity of the WDM light ampli?ed With use of an 
optical ampli?er is monitored, and according to the monitor 
ing results, the optical ampli?er is controlled so that the light 
intensity per one channel of the WDM light becomes con 
stant. This channel means an optical signal of each Wave 
length contained in the WDM light. 
[0004] HoWever, for example as illustrated at the top of 
FIG. 14, in a system in Which a plurality of optical repeaters 
104 are arranged on a transmission path 103 betWeen a trans 
mitting station 101 and a receiving station 102, and WDM 
light is sequentially ampli?ed and transmitted by each optical 
repeater 104, optical noise that occurs in an optical ampli?er 
Within each optical repeater accumulates. Consequently, even 
if a control in each optical repeater 104 is performed to make 
the light intensity per one channel constant, as illustrated on 
the bottom of FIG. 14, the proportion of signal components 
among signal components and noise components contained 
in each channel gradually decreases With an increase in the 
number of repeaters. 
[0005] FIG. 15 is an example illustrating changes in the 
proportion of the light intensity of the signal component and 
the light intensity of the noise component according to the 
number of spans, for the WDM light input to the transmission 
path of each repeater section (span). Moreover, FIG. 16 is an 
example illustrating changes in the signal light intensity in 
one channel according to the number of spans. As seen in the 
example of each diagram, each channel of the WDM light is 
such that even if the light intensity for Where the signal 
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component and the noise component are combined (hereun 
der, referred to as total light intensity) is controlled to be 
constant, the noise light intensity increases With an increase in 
the number of spans, and the signal light intensity decreases. 
Therefore, the actual signal light intensity (square dots in 
FIG. 16) becomes smaller than the required signal light inten 
sity (rhombic dots in FIG. 16) at Which reception processing 
of each channel can be normally performed under the control 
to make the total light intensity constant, and the difference 
thereof increases corresponding to the increase in the number 
of spans. 
[0006] As a conventional technique to reduce such OSNR 
deterioration, for example as illustrated in FIG. 17, for the 
control of an optical ampli?er in each optical repeater, there 
has been proposed a method of correcting a control target 
value of the total light intensity per one channel, to corre 
spond to the increase in the noise light intensity due to the 
increase in the number of spans (for example, refer to Inter 
national Publication Pamphlet No. WO 02/021203). Accord 
ing to this conventional technique, as illustrated in FIG. 18, 
the signal light intensity is maintained at a constant level even 
if the noise light intensity increases due to the increase in the 
number of spans. Therefore a required signal light intensity 
can be achieved regardless of the number of spans. 

[0007] To describe speci?cally, for example, When a WDM 
optical transmission system illustrated at the top of FIG. 19 in 
Which a plurality of OADM nodes 105 are arranged on the 
transmission path 103, in each OADM node 105, the WDM 
light transmitted through the transmission path 103 is ampli 
?ed to a required level by an input side optical ampli?er, and 
is then provided to an OADM unit. In the OADM unit, a 
demultiplexer demultiplexes the WDM light for each chan 
nel, an add/drop processing is performed for each channel, 
and the respective channels are multiplexed again by a mul 
tiplexer. Then the WDM light processed in the OADM unit is 
ampli?ed to a required level by an output side optical ampli 
?er, and sent to the transmission path 103. 
[0008] In such an OADM node 105, When the WDM light is 
demultiplexed for each channel in the demultiplexer in the 
OADM unit, noise components distributed across the inter 
mediate Wavelength region of the respective channels are 
?ltered and removed. Consequently, the noise light contained 
in the WDM light processed in the OADM node 105 only has 
remaining components corresponding to the Wavelength 
Width of each channel as illustrated at the bottom of FIG. 19. 
Therefore, the WDM light sent from the OADM node 105 to 
the transmission path 103, compared to the WDM light (refer 
to the bottom of FIG. 17) sent from an optical repeater node 
104 that contains an optical ampli?er but does not contain an 
OADM (hereunder, may be referred to as in-line ampli?er 
(ILA)), to the transmission path 103, has its noise compo 
nents reduced. 

[0009] With respect to the above OADM node 105 that 
?lters the noise component, in the case of performing, With 
the conventional technique mentioned above, a correction of 
the control target value of the total light intensity similar to 
that in the case of the optical repeater node 104, the amount of 
increase in the noise component is estimated at a level greater 
than that of the actual increase. Therefore the control target 
value of the total light intensity is excessively corrected. If a 
constant control of the output light intensity is performed in 
the OADM node 105, according to the control target value of 
the total light intensity corrected in this Way, the signal light 
intensity of each channel of the WDM light input to the output 
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side transmission path 103 of the OADM node 105 exceeds 
the required level thereof, and there is a possibility of a 
transmission quality deterioration due to the nonlinear effect. 
[0010] FIG. 20 is an example illustrating changes in the 
proportion of the light intensity of the signal component and 
the light intensity of the noise component according to the 
number of spans, for the WDM light input to the transmission 
path betWeen the respective repeater sections in the case 
Where the OADM nodes are arranged in multiple stages on 
the transmission path. Moreover, FIG. 21 is an example illus 
trating changes in the signal light intensity in one channel 
according to the number of spans. As described above, each 
channel of the WDM light is such that the proportion of the 
signal light intensity With respect to the noise light intensity 
increases With the increase in the number of spans, the actual 
signal light intensity (square dots in FIG. 21) becomes greater 
than the required signal light intensity (rhombic dots in FIG. 
21), and the difference therebetWeen expands corresponding 
to the increase in the number of the spans. Consequently, 
transmission quality deterioration due to the nonlinear effect 
is likely to occur in a system containing a number of OADM 
nodes on a transmission path thereof. 

SUMMARY 

[0011] According to an aspect of the invention, a WDM 
optical transmission system is that there are provided: a trans 
mission path through Which WDM light containing a plurality 
of channels With different Wavelengths is transmitted; at least 
one ?rst node that is arranged on the transmission path, and 
that demultiplexes WDM light input from the transmission 
path into individual channels, and then performs a predeter 
mined processing for each channel, and ampli?es the WDM 
light With the multiplexed respective processed channels With 
an optical ampli?er to be output to the transmission path; and 
at least one second node that is arranged on the transmission 
path, and that ampli?es the WDM light input from the trans 
mission path Without demultiplexing it into individual chan 
nels, With an optical ampli?er to be output to the transmission 
path. Moreover, the ?rst node and the second node each have: 
a light intensity monitor that monitors the intensity of the 
WDM light ampli?ed by the optical ampli?er Within its oWn 
node; a gain control section that controls gain of the optical 
ampli?er according to the monitoring results of the light 
intensity monitor, so that the total light intensity combining 
signal components and noise components per one channel of 
the WDM light output from its oWn node to the transmission 
path, becomes constant at a preliminarily set control target 
value; and a correction value calculation section that, based 
on the monitoring results of the light intensity monitor, ?nds 
the proportion of the signal light intensity and the noise light 
intensity of one channel of the WDM light, and corrects the 
control target value of the total light intensity to be used in the 
gain control section so that the signal light intensity of one 
channel becomes constant in all of the nodes. Furthermore, 
the correction value calculation section determines Whether 
its oWn node corresponds to either of the ?rst node and the 
second node, and When it corresponds to the ?rst node, it 
performs a correction of the control target value of the total 
light intensity according to a calculation expression With use 
of a noise cut ratio de?ned according to a ?ltering character 
istic for When demultiplexing the WDM light into individual 
channels. 
[0012] In the WDM optical transmission system described 
above, When performing a correction of the control target 
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value of the total light intensity per one channel of the WDM 
light in each node on the transmission path, the correction 
value calculation section of each node determines the type of 
its oWn node, and if determined to correspond to the ?rst 
node, performs correction processing of the control target 
value of the total light intensity according to a calculation 
expression With use of a noise cut ratio. This noise cut ratio is 
de?ned according to the ?ltering characteristic for When 
demultiplexing the WDM light into individual channels, so 
that the in?uence due to removal of the noise components 
distributed across the intermediate Wavelength region of each 
channel due to ?ltering is re?ected in the correction process 
ing of the control target value of the total light intensity. As a 
result, the excessive correction conventionally observed, is 
avoided. 
[0013] Consequently, according to the WDM optical trans 
mission system, even if the ?rst node and the second node are 
both present on the transmission path, it is possible to control 
the signal light intensity of each channel of the WDM light 
output from each node to a constant level at a high accuracy. 
Therefore excellent transmission quality can be realiZed. 
[0014] The object and advantages of the invention Will be 
realiZed and attained by means of the elements and combina 
tions particularly pointed out in the claims. 
[0015] It is to be understood that both the foregoing general 
description and the folloWing detailed description are exem 
plary and explanatory and are not restrictive of the invention, 
as claimed. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

[0016] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a con?guration 
of an embodiment of the present WDM optical transmission 
system. 
[0017] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a con?guration 
example of an OADM unit using WSS in the embodiment. 
[0018] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating another con?gura 
tion example of the OADM unit using WSS in the embodi 
ment. 

[0019] FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrating a con?guration 
example of an OADM unit using anAWG in the embodiment. 
[0020] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrating another con?gura 
tion example of the OADM unit using an AWG in the embodi 
ment. 

[0021] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating speci?c examples of 
a light intensity monitor in the embodiment, and the con?gu 
ration of peripheral circuits corresponding thereto. 
[0022] FIG. 7 is a diagram illustrating other speci?c 
examples of the light intensity monitor in the embodiment, 
and the con?guration of peripheral circuits corresponding 
thereto. 
[0023] FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrating a con?guration 
example of an optical repeater unit in the embodiment. 
[0024] FIG. 9 is a conceptual diagram for describing a 
relationship betWeen a ?ltering characteristic and noise cut 
ratio of the OADM unit in the embodiment. 
[0025] FIG. 10 illustrates an example of a procedure for 
controlling the intensity of output light in the embodiment. 
[0026] FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating an aspect of a 
control of WDM light intensity at an OADM node in the 
embodiment. 
[0027] FIG. 12 is a diagram illustrating changes in the 
proportion of signal light intensity and noise light intensity 
according to the number of spans, in a case related to the 
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embodiment Where the OADM nodes are arranged in mul 
tiple stages on a transmission path. 
[0028] FIG. 13 is a diagram illustrating an example Where 
changes in signal light intensity With respect to increases in 
the number of spans in FIG. 12, are compared With those in 
the conventional technique. 
[0029] FIG. 14 is a diagram illustrating an example of a 
general WDM optical transmission system in Which a plural 
ity of optical repeaters are arranged on a transmission path. 
[0030] FIG. 15 is a diagram illustrating changes in the 
proportion of signal light intensity and noise light intensity 
according to the number of spans, in the system of FIG. 14. 
[0031] FIG. 16 is a diagram illustrating changes in signal 
light intensity in one channel according to the number of 
spans, in the system of FIG. 14. 
[0032] FIG. 17 is a diagram illustrating an example of a 
conventional WDM optical transmission system in Which a 
control target value of total light intensity is corrected to 
thereby suppress OSNR deterioration. 
[0033] FIG. 18 is a diagram illustrating changes in the 
proportion of signal light intensity and noise light intensity 
according to the number of spans, in the system of FIG. 17. 
[0034] FIG. 19 is a diagram illustrating an example in 
Which a conventional control With correction is applied to a 
WDM optical transmission system Where OADM nodes and 
optical repeater nodes are both present on a transmission path. 
[0035] FIG. 20 is a diagram illustrating changes in the 
proportion of signal light intensity and noise light intensity 
according to the number of spans, in a case related to the 
system of FIG. 19 Where the OADM nodes are arranged in 
multiple stages on a transmission path. 
[0036] FIG. 21 is a diagram illustrating changes in signal 
light intensity With respect to increases in the number of spans 
in FIG. 20. 

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENT 

[0037] Hereunder is a description of an embodiment of the 
present invention, With reference to the accompanying draW 
ings. 
[0038] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a con?guration 
of an embodiment of a WDM optical transmission system. 
[0039] In FIG. 1, the WDM optical transmission system of 
the present embodiment is provided With OADM nodes 2A 
and optical repeater nodes 2B arranged on a transmission path 
1 as ?rst and second nodes, and has a system management 
section 3 that performs central management of operating 
states of these respective nodes, and a memory section 4 
connected to the system management section 3. 
[0040] The transmission path 1 is connected betWeen the 
respective nodes on the system With use of general optical 
?bers. As With the case illustrated in FIG. 14 above, this 
transmission path 1 may be such that a transmitting station 
and a receiving station are connected to both ends thereof. 
Moreover the connection mode may be ring form or mesh 
form. 
[0041] The OADM node 2A is provided With a function to 
perform adding/dropping of each channel With respect to 
WDM light being transmitted on the transmission path 1. A 
speci?c con?guration example of this OADM node 2A is 
illustrated enlarged at the bottom of FIG. 1. In this con?gu 
ration example, on an optical path betWeen an input port 11 
and an output port 12 of the OADM node 2A, there are 
arranged an input side optical ampli?er 13, an OADM unit 14, 
and an output side optical ampli?er 15, in this order. More 
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over, betWeen the output side optical ampli?er 15 and the 
output port 12 there is provided an optical divider 16. The 
optical divider 1 6 takes out part of WDM light output from the 
output side optical ampli?er 15 to the output port 12. To a 
branch port of this optical divider 16 there are connected a 
light intensity monitor 17, a correction value calculating sec 
tion 18, and a gain control section 19 in this order. The gain of 
the output side optical ampli?er 15 is feedback-controlled by 
the gain control section 19 as described in detail later. 
[0042] The input side and output side optical ampli?ers 13 
and 15 of the OADM node 2A are commonly knoWn optical 
ampli?ers that are capable of amplifying each channel of 
input WDM light all together. 
[0043] The OADM unit 14 demultiplexes the WDM light 
that has been ampli?ed by the input side optical ampli?er 13, 
into optical signals (channels) of respective Wavelengths. For 
the respective channels, there are performed: processing for 
taking out a channel that is assigned to a drop Wavelength in 
the setting of the node to the outside; and processing for 
inserting add light that is provided from the outside to the 
channel assigned to the adding Wavelength. Furthermore, the 
respective channels that have been add/drop processed are 
multiplexed again and output to the output side optical ampli 
?er 15. 
[0044] FIG. 2 to FIG. 5 illustrate speci?c con?guration 
examples of the OADM unit 14. FIG. 2 and FIG. 3 are con 
?guration examples in Which there is utiliZed a commonly 
knoWn Wavelength selective sWitch (WSS) that sWitches opti 
cal paths between a plurality of input/output ports With a 
combination of a spectral device, a movable mirror, and the 
like. Moreover, FIG. 4 and FIG. 5 are con?guration examples 
in Which a general arrayed Waveguide grating (AWG) is used. 
[0045] In the con?guration example of FIG. 2, a WDM 
light input to the OADM unit 14 is branched into tWo at an 
optical divider 14A to be sent to respective WSS 14B and 
WSS 14E. In the WSS 14B, among the respective channels 
contained in the branched light from the optical divider 14A, 
channels corresponding to the dropping Wavelength of the 
aforementioned node are separated into a plurality of groups 
and taken out. Then the light of the respective groups is 
separated into individual channels by a respectively corre 
sponding WSS 14C to be output to the outside as drop light. 
On the other hand, add light externally provided to the node, 
is multiplexed for each of a plurality of groups by a WSS 14D, 
and is then provided to the WSS 14E. In the WSS 14E, among 
the respective channels contained in the branched light from 
the optical divider 14A, channels that correspond to the 
through Wavelength of the node, and output light from each 
WSS 14D, are multiplexed to be output to the output side 
optical ampli?er 15. In this con?guration example of the 
OADM unit 14, When multiplexing/demultiplexing WDM 
light in the respective WSS 14B to 14E, noise components 
distributed across the intermediate Wavelength region of each 
channel are removed due to the ?ltering characteristic of each 
WSS. 

[0046] Moreover, as a modi?ed example related to the 
OADM unit 14 of FIG. 2 above, FIG. 3 illustrates a con?gu 
ration example in Which a single AWG 14F is used instead of 
a plurality of the WSS 14B and 14C on the drop side, and a 
singleAWG 14G is used instead of a plurality of the WSS 14D 
on the add side. 

[0047] Furthermore, in the con?guration example of FIG. 
4, the WDM light to be input to the OADM unit 14 is provided 
to an AWG 14H to be thereby demultiplexed into individual 
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channels, and among the respective channels, the channel that 
corresponds to the dropping Wavelength of the node is output 
to the outside as drop light, While the channel that corre 
sponds to the through Wavelength is sent to anAWG 141 . Add 
light that is externally provided to the node is also input to the 
AWG 141, and the through light from the AWG 14H and the 
add light is multiplexed to be output to the output side optical 
ampli?er 15. In this con?guration example of the OADM unit 
14, When demultiplexing WDM light into individual channels 
in the input side AWG 14H, noise components distributed 
across the intermediate Wavelength region of each channel 
are removed due to the ?ltering characteristic of the AWG 
14H. 

[0048] Moreover, as a modi?ed example related to the 
OADM unit 14 of FIG. 4, FIG. 5 illustrates a con?guration 
example in Which: the respective channels demultiplexed in 
the AWG 14H are respectively branched into tWo at an optical 
divider 14]; one of the branched light that serves as drop light 
and the other branched light that serves as through light are 
provided to 2><1 optical sWitches 14K; and either one of the 
through light and add light is selected by the optical sWitch 
14K to be provided to the output side AWG 14I. In this 
con?guration example of FIG. 5, it is possible, With sWitching 
of each optical sWitch 14K, to appropriately change the set 
ting of the through Wavelength and adding Wavelength at the 
node. 

[0049] The optical divider 16 (bottom of FIG. 1) receives an 
input of WDM light ampli?ed by the output side optical 
ampli?er 15, and the WDM light is branched into tWo at a 
required ratio. Then, one branched light is output from the 
output port 12 to the transmission path 1, While the other 
branched light is output to the light intensity monitor 17. The 
light intensity monitor 17 monitors the intensity of WDM 
light branched by the optical divider 16, and transmits moni 
toring results thereof to the correction value calculation sec 
tion 18. Based on the monitoring results from the light inten 
sity monitor 17, the correction value calculation section 18 
calculates a total light intensity, OSNR, and signal light inten 
sity of the channel, per one channel for the WDM light that is 
output from the node and input to the transmission path 1, and 
With use of the calculation results, it performs correction of a 
control target value of the total light intensity. 
[0050] FIG. 6 is a diagram illustrating speci?c examples of 
the above light intensity monitor, and the con?guration of 
peripheral circuits corresponding thereto. In (A) of FIG. 6, a 
photodetector 17A is used as the light intensity monitor 17, 
and in (B) of FIG. 6, a light poWer meter 17B is used as the 
light intensity monitor 17. In either of the speci?c examples, 
in the light intensity monitor 17, the total sum of the light 
intensity of all of the channels contained in the WDM light 
(hereunder, referred to as all the light intensity of the WDM 
light) is monitored. In this case, the correction value calcula 
tion section 18 uses a monitor value of all the light intensity of 
the WDM light transmitted from the light intensity monitor 
17, and information related to the number of channels of the 
WDM light transmitted from the system management section 
3 (FIG. 1), to calculate a total light intensity per one channel 
(signal component+noise component). Moreover, as for the 
OSNR of each channel, information related to the OSNR of 
the node transmitted from the system management section 3 
is used. Then With use of the total light intensity and OSNR, 
a signal light intensity of one channel is calculated according 
to the calculation expression described later, and the acquired 
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total light intensity and signal light intensity, or the OSNR 
value is used to perform correction of the control target value 
of the total light intensity. 
[0051] The examples of FIG. 6 above illustrate a case of 
monitoring all the light intensity of the WDM light With the 
light intensity monitor 17. HoWever, each value of the total 
light intensity, signal light intensity, and OSNR, per one chan 
nel of the WDM light may be monitored With the light inten 
sity monitor 17, With use of an optical spectrum analyZer 17C 
that serves as the light intensity monitor 17 as illustrated in 
(A) of FIG. 7, or Withuse of a channel monitor 17C that serves 
as the light intensity monitor 17 as illustrated in (B) of FIG. 7. 
In this case, the correction value calculation section 18 uses 
the respective monitor values transmitted from the light inten 
sity monitor 17 to perform correction of the control target 
value of the total light intensity. 
[0052] The gain control section 19, according to the control 
target value of the total light intensity corrected by the cor 
rection value calculation section 18, performs feedback con 
trol of a gain at the output side optical ampli?er 15 so that the 
total light intensity per one channel of the WDM light to be 
input to the transmission path 1 connected to the output port 
12 becomes constant at the control target value. 
[0053] With respect to the OADM node 2A con?gured as 
described above, the optical repeater node 2B, for example as 
illustrated in FIG. 8, has a con?guration in Which the OADM 
unit 14 of the OADM node 2A is omitted. Constituent ele 
ments the same as those in the OADM node 2A are given the 
same reference symbols, and descriptions thereof are omit 
ted. This optical repeater node 2B does not have a function to 
demultiplex WDM light input from the transmission path 1 
into individual channels, and has a function as an inline 
ampli?er (ILA) that ampli?es all channels contained in the 
WDM light all together in the optical ampli?ers 13 and 15 to 
be output to the transmission path 1. 
[0054] The system management section 3 transmits system 
management information to each node on the transmission 
path to thereby perform central management of the operating 
state of each node. The system management information 
transmitted from the system management section 3 to each 
node at least contains information related to the type of the 
node, and in the case Where, as described above, the light 
intensity monitor 17 only monitors all the light intensity of 
WDM light, there is also added information related to the 
number of channels and OSNR of the WDM light. This sys 
tem management information is compiled into a database for 
each node and preliminarily stored in the memory section 4. 
The system management section 3 can be realiZed by a net 
Work management system (N MS) that is provided in a general 
WDM optical transmission system. 
[0055] Next, an operation of the WDM optical transmission 
system of the present embodiment is described in detail, 
focusing on a control of the WDM light intensity output from 
each node to the transmission path. 
[0056] In the WDM optical transmission system With the 
con?guration described above, according to the system man 
agement information transmitted from the system manage 
ment section 3, the correction value calculation section 18 
provided in the respective nodes 2A and 2B on the transmis 
sion path 1 determines the type of its oWn node; in this case, 
Whether the type of its oWn node is an OADM node or an 
optical repeater node. It then executes correction of the con 
trol target value of the total light intensity corresponding to 
the node type. 
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[0057] The correction of the control target value of the total 
light intensity corresponding to the optical repeater node is a 
processing similar to that of the conventional correction that 
takes account of accumulation of optical noise that occurs in 
the optical ampli?er illustrated in FIG. 17 and FIG. 18 men 
tioned above. On the other hand, the correction of the control 
target value of the total light intensity corresponding to the 
OADM node is a processing that takes account of not only 
accumulation of optical noise that occurs in the optical ampli 
?er but also in?uence of noise components to be removed by 
?ltering When demultiplexing individual channels in the 
OADM unit 14. 

[0058] Speci?cally, the processing of correcting the total 
light intensity corresponding to the OADM node is such that 
a noise cut ratio parameter NCR is de?ned according to the 
?ltering characteristic of each channel in the OADM unit 14, 
and the correction is performed according to a calculation 
expression using this noise cut ratio NCR, to thereby elimi 
nate the in?uence of noise components to be removed in the 
OADM unit 14. The above noise cut ratio NCR is de?ned as 
a parameter that expresses a proportion of the noise compo 
nent contained in one channel that has been ?ltered in the 
OADM unit 14 With respect to the noise component per one 
channel of the WDM light before being ?ltered in the OADM 
unit 14. 

[0059] FIG. 9 is a conceptual diagram for describing a 
relationship betWeen the ?ltering characteristic and the noise 
cut ratio NCR of the OADM unit 14. The ?ltering character 
istic of the OADM unit 14 has transmission bands (oblique 
line portions in FIG. 9) respectively corresponding to the 
central Wavelengths kn (n:l, 2, 3, . . . ) of each channel of the 
input WDM light. The Width of each transmission band (?lter 
band Width) W?l is set to be narroWer than a Wavelength 
interval (channel interval) S betWeen adjacent channels, to 
thereby enable demultiplexing of the WDM light into indi 
vidual channels. With respect to such a ?ltering characteris 
tic, With a focus on one channel (for example, a channel of the 
central Wavelength kn), the noise cut ratio NCR expresses a 
proportion of the noise component present Within a range of 
the ?lter band Width W?l that corresponds to transmission 
noise after ?ltering, With respect to the noise component 
present Within a range of the channel interval S With the 
Wavelength An in the center in the WDM light before ?ltering. 
Such a noise cut ratio NCR can also be de?ned simply as a 
proportion of the ?lter band Width W?l With respect to the 
channel interval S (NCRIW?l/S). 
[0060] Having de?ned the noise cut ration NCR for the 
OADM unit 14 as described above, the processing of correct 
ing the total light intensity corresponding to the OADM node 
is executed according to the folloWing relational expression. 
First, the OSNR of a given channel of the WDM light is 
expressed by the folloWing expression (1) Where the signal 
light intensity of the channel is taken as SIG [mW], and the 
noise light intensity for When the band Width of the channel is 
0.1 nm is taken as ASEO_l [mW]. 

OSNR :SIG/ASEO_1 (1) 

[0061] Moreover, if the noise light intensity before ?ltering 
for one channel of the WDM light, that is, the noise light 
intensity in the case Where the band Width of the channel is the 
abovementioned channel interval S [nm] is taken as ASETO’ 
TAL [mW], this ASETOTAL is expressed by the folloWing 
expression (2) using the noise cut ratio NCR and the above 
relational expression (1). 
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S SIG 

: 0.1 OSNR 

[0062] Furthermore, if the total light intensity is taken as 
TOTAL [mW] for When the band Width of one channel is 
considered to be the channel interval S, this TOTAL is a sum 
of the signal light intensity SIG and the noise light intensity 
ASETOTAL, and can be expressed by the folloWing expression 
(3) using the above relational expression (2). 

ASETOTAL = [ 

TOTAL = SIG + ASETOTAL (3) 

5 $10 

= s1G+ [—]-NCR-[—] 0.1 OSNR 

[0063] From the expression (3) above, the signal light 
intensity SIG is expressed by the folloWing expression (4) 
Where the total light intensity TOTAL and OSNR are taken as 
parameters (monitor values). 

[0064] Then if the control target value of the total light 
intensity of one channel is taken as TOTALTARGEZ, and a 
correction value for this TOTALTARGET that takes account of 
noise light is TOTALCOMP, this TOTALCOMP is expressed by 
the folloWing expression (5). 

TOTAL (5) 
TOTALCOMP = TOTALTARGET ] 

SIG 

_ TOTALTARGET -TOTAL 

TOTAL 

= TOTALTARGET -{1 + [a] 
NCR 

‘ml 

Therefore, correction of the control target value of the total 
light intensity of one channel is executed With a calculation 
processing according to the above relational expression (5). 
[0065] The correction processing of the total light intensity 
corresponding to the optical repeater node (conventional cor 
rection processing) differs from such correction processing 
described above for the total light intensity corresponding to 
the OADM node in that no noise cut ratio NCR is introduced 
in the above expressions (2) to (5). That is to say, if a correc 
tion value for the total light intensity corresponding to the 
optical repeater node is taken as TOTALCOMPV', this TOTAL 
COMP.‘ is calculated according to the folloWing relational 
expression (6). 

/ TOTAL (6) 
TOTALCOMP = TOTALTARGET ] SIG 
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-continued 
TOTAL 

= TOTALTARGET' W 

:TOTAL - ++ TARGET { OSNR} 

[0066] Here, an example of a control procedure of the out 
put light intensity at each node is described, With reference to 
the procedure of FIG. 10. 
[0067] In the WDM optical transmission system of the 
present embodiment, under the management by the system 
management section 3, the correction processing of the con 
trol target value of the total light intensity at each node on the 
transmission path is sequentially executed. Here, for 
example, the correction processing is performed in ascending 
order of node numbers uniquely set to the respective nodes. 
HoWever, the order of performing the correction processing at 
the respective nodes is not limited to this one example. 
[0068] Speci?cally, in FIG. 10, When the correction pro 
cessing of the control target value of the total light intensity 
for each node on the transmission path is commenced, ?rst, 
the system management section 3 sends a signal to the ?rst 
node With an instruction to execute the correction processing 
(S11). At the ?rst node that has received the signal, the inten 
sity or the like of the WDM light to be output from its oWn 
node to the transmission path 1 is monitored by the light 
intensity monitor 17 (S12). The monitoring result is transmit 
ted to the correction value calculation section 18, and then 
there are acquired respective values of the total light intensity 
TOTAL, the signal light intensity SIG, and the OSNR, for one 
channel of the WDM light (S13). 
[0069] Then in the correction value calculation section 18, 
using node type information transmitted from the system 
management section 3, there is performed a determination of 
Whether its oWn node is an OADM node or an optical repeater 
node (S14). In the case Where it is an OADM node, the control 
target value of the total light intensity is corrected according 
to the above relational expression (5) (S15), and in the case 
Where it is an optical repeater node, the control target value of 
the total light intensity is corrected according to the above 
relational expression (6) (S16). When the correction result 
has been transmitted from the correction value calculation 
section 18 to the gain control section 19, gain of the optical 
ampli?er 15 is feedback-controlled according to the control 
target value of the total light intensity after correction (S17). 
When the feedback control of the optical ampli?er 15 has 
been completed, it is determined Whether the correction pro 
cessing of the control target value of the total light intensity 
has been performed for all of the nodes on the transmission 
path (S18), and if there is a node that has not been processed, 
the procedure returns to step S11 and the above respective 
processings are repeated. 
[0070] With the series of processings described above, in 
the OADM node 2A on the transmission path, as illustrated in 
FIG. 11, even if the noise component distributed across the 
intermediate Wavelength region of each channel is removed 
due to the ?ltering characteristic of the OADM unit 14, cor 
rection processing in Which the noise cut ratio parameter 
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NCR is introduced, is performed. Therefore, a situation of 
excessive correction due to the noise component being esti 
mated at a level greater than the actual level as conventionally 
done is avoided. On the other hand, in the optical repeater 
node 2B on the transmission path, there is performed a cor 
rection processing similar to the conventional processing that 
takes account of noise light accumulation, and therefore 
OSNR deterioration is suppressed. 

[0071] FIG. 12 is an example illustrating changes in the 
proportion of signal light intensity and noise light intensity 
according to the number of spans, When performing light 
intensity control by executing correction processing With the 
noise cut ratio NCR introduced therein, in the case Where the 
OADM nodes are arranged in multiple stages on the trans 
mission path. Moreover, FIG. 13 is an example to compare, 
betWeen the present invention and the conventional tech 
nique, changes in the signal light intensity of one channel 
With respect to increases in the number of spans. From these 
diagrams it can be seen that the signal light intensity of each 
channel of the WDM light output from the OADM node is 
controlled to a constant level at a high accuracy even When the 

number of spans increases. Therefore, according to the 
present WDM optical transmission system, even if the 
OADM node 2A and the optical repeater node 2B are both 
present on the transmission path, it is possible to control the 
signal light intensity of each channel of the WDM light output 
from each node to a constant level at a high accuracy, and 
excellent transmission quality can be realized. 

[0072] In the above embodiment, there has been described 
an example in Which the OADM node and the optical repeater 
node are both present on the transmission path. HoWever, the 
types of nodes on the transmission path in the present inven 
tion are not limited to the above one example. For example, 
the present invention is also effective in the case Where on the 
transmission path there is included a dispersion compensa 
tion node that after demultiplexing the WDM light into indi 
vidual channels, performs chromatic dispersion compensa 
tion for each channel, and then again multiplexes respective 
channels to be output to the transmission path. In this case, in 
correction processing of the control target value of the total 
light intensity in the dispersion compensation node, process 
ing similar to that in the case of the abovementioned OADM 
node is executed. 

[0073] Moreover, in the embodiment described above, 
there has been described a case Where information related to 
the type of the node is transmitted from the system manage 
ment section to each node. HoWever, the correction value 
calculation section of each node may have the type of its oWn 
node preliminarily set therein. HoWever, by preliminarily 
having the node type to be transmitted from the system man 
agement section, it is possible to easily address addition, 
modi?cation and so forth of the node function after a system 
startup. 
[0074] All examples and conditional language recited 
herein are intended for pedagogical purposes to aid the reader 
in understanding the invention and the concepts contributed 
by the inventor to furthering the art, and are to be construed as 
being Without limitation to such speci?cally recited examples 
and conditions, nor does the organiZation of such examples in 
the speci?cation relate to a shoWing of the superiority and 
inferiority of the invention. Although the embodiment of the 
present inventions have been described in detail, it should be 
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understood that the various changes, substitutions, and alter 
ations could be made hereto Without departing from the spirit 
and scope of the invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A WDM optical transmission system comprising: 
a transmission path through Which Wavelength division 

multiplexing (WDM) light containing a plurality of 
channels With different Wavelengths is transmitted; 

at least one ?rst node that is arranged on the transmission 
path, and that demultiplexes WDM light input from the 
transmission path into individual channels, and then per 
forms a predetermined processing for each channel, and 
ampli?es the WDM light With the multiplexed respec 
tive processed channels With an optical ampli?er to be 
output to the transmission path; and 

at least one second node that is arranged on the transmis 
sion path, and that ampli?es the WDM light input from 
the transmission path Without demultiplexing it into 
individual channels, With an optical ampli?er to be out 
put to the transmission path, 

Wherein: 
the ?rst node and the second node each have: a light inten 

sity monitor that monitors the intensity of the WDM 
light ampli?ed by the optical ampli?er Within its oWn 
node; a gain control section that controls gain of the 
optical ampli?er according to the monitoring results of 
the light intensity monitor, so that the total light intensity 
combining signal components and noise components 
per one channel of the WDM light output from its oWn 
node to the transmission path, becomes constant at a 
preliminarily set control target value; and a correction 
value calculation section that, based on the monitoring 
results of the light intensity monitor, ?nds the proportion 
of the signal light intensity and the noise light intensity 
of one channel of the WDM light, and corrects the con 
trol target value of the total light intensity to be used in 
the gain control section so that the signal light intensity 
of one channel becomes constant in all of the nodes; and 

the correction value calculation section determines 
Whether its oWn node corresponds to either of the ?rst 
node and the second node, and When it corresponds to 
the ?rst node, it performs a correction of the control 
target value of the total light intensity according to a 
calculation expression With use of a noise cut ratio 
de?ned according to a ?ltering characteristic for When 
demultiplexing the WDM light into individual channels. 

2. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 
1, Wherein 

the noise cut ratio is a proportion, With respect to noise 
components per one channel in the WDM light before 
being demultiplexed into individual channels, of noise 
components contained in one channel after being demul 
tiplexed into individual channels. 

3. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 
2, Wherein 

the noise cut ratio is a proportion, With respect to a Wave 
length interval of adjacent channels of the WDM light, 
of a Width of a transmission band corresponding to each 
channel in the ?ltering characteristic. 

4. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 
1, Wherein 

the ?rst node is an OADM node that performs add/drop 
processing With respect to each demultiplexed channel. 
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5. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 
4, Wherein 

the OADM node has: an input side optical ampli?er that 
ampli?es WDM light to be input from the transmission 
path; an OADM unit that demultiplexes the WDM light 
ampli?ed by the input side optical ampli?er into indi 
vidual channels to perform add/drop processing, and 
that multiplexes the processed respective channels to be 
output; and a second optical ampli?er that ampli?es the 
WDM light output from the OADM unit, 

and the intensity of the WDM light ampli?ed by the second 
optical ampli?er is monitored by the light intensity 
monitor, and the gain control section feedback-controls 
gain of the second optical ampli?er. 

6. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 
5, Wherein 

the OADM unit includes a Wavelength selective sWitch 

(WSS). 
7. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 

5, Wherein 
the OADM unit includes an arrayed Waveguide grating 

(AWG). 
8. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 

1, Wherein 
the ?rst node is a dispersion compensation node that com 

pensates chromatic dispersion With respect to each 
demultiplexed channel. 

9. A WDM optical transmission system according to claim 
1, Wherein 

the second node is an optical repeater node that ampli?es 
all together With an in-line ampli?er, the respective 
channels of the WDM light input from the transmission 
path. 

10. A WDM optical transmission system according to 
claim 1, further comprising: 

a system management section that transmits system man 
agement information to each node on the transmission 
path to thereby perform central management of the oper 
ating state of the respective nodes, and the correction 
value calculation section determines, based on informa 
tion related to node types transmitted from the system 
management section, Whether its oWn node corresponds 
to either of the ?rst node and the second node. 

11. A WDM optical transmission system according to 
claim 10, Wherein 

the light intensity monitor monitors the total sum of the 
light intensity of all channels contained in the WDM 
light ampli?ed by the optical ampli?er, and 

the correction value calculation section: uses monitoring 
results of the light intensity monitor and information 
related to the number of channels of the WDM light 
transmitted from the system management section to cal 
culate a total light intensity per one channel; uses the 
total light intensity, and an optical signal to noise ratio 
(OSNR) transmitted from the system management sec 
tion, to calculate a signal light intensity of one channel of 
the WDM light; and uses the calculated total light inten 
sity and the signal light intensity, or the OSNR value, to 
correct a control target value of the total light intensity. 

12.AWDM optical transmission system according to claim 
1 0, Wherein 

the light intensity monitor monitors the total light intensity, 
the signal light intensity, and the optical signal to noise 




